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A low-order spectral model of the barotropic potential vorticity equation in a P-plane channel is considered. 
Its physical and mathematical properties are investigated by a numerical bifurcation analysis of the steady 
states and periodic solutions. The two parameters varied are the external forcing and width-length ratio of 
the channel with which the topographic and barotropic instability mechanisms can be controlled, respec-
tively. Particular interest is paid to the existence of solutions describing a flow with a limited predictability 
and which can vacillate between different preferent regimes. It appears that, depending on the parameter 
values and initial conditions, the long-term behaviour of the flow can be either stationary, periodic, quasi-
periodic or chaotic. An important scenario is found which leads to the generation of strange attractors. It 
includes the occurrence of homoclinic orbits for specific parameter values, which connect an unstable sta-
tionary point with itself. For nearby parameter values chaotic orbits exist which move in small tubes around 
the homoclinic orbits, in agreement with Silnikov's theory. The chaotic motion, characterized by a positive 
Lyapunov exponent, describes irregular flow predictable on a time scale given by the reciprocal of this 
exponent. However, despite its interesting properties the model cannot describe transitions between 
different preferent regimes. It is argued that this is due to the structure of the equations as well as to the 
severe truncation of the spectral expansions. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
1 
It is clearly indicated by synoptic observations that the atmospheric circulation has an irregular tem-
poral and spatial structure. This suggests that complicated models are needed in order to describe 
adequately the evolution of the flow. The structure of general circulation models confirms this idea. 
From observations as well as from the model results it appears that the planetary-scale flow vacillates 
between different preferent states (so-called weather regimes). Often they are classified into three 
categories: a high-index regime (intense westerlies, small wave amplitudes), a low-index regime (large 
waves, weak zonal flow) and a transitional regime. Another characteristic property is the limited pred-
ictability of the flow, i.e. forecasts only have validity on a finite time interval of at most two weeks. 
These features cannot be explained by a linear theory: they are essentially a consequence of nonlinear 
interactions between different scales of motion. 
Although general circulation models are succesful in simulating the atmospheric circulation they do 
not provide much insight into the underlying dynamics. It is therefore significant to investigate 
whether it is possible to construct simple nonlinear models which reflect the features mentioned previ-
ously. This can be done by using the spectral approach. It consists of expanding state variables in a 
limited number of normal modes. Substitution of these series in the equations of motion yields a finite 
number of coupled nonlinear ordinary differential equations: 
x = fµ.(x) (1.1) 
Here x=(x 1,x2, · · · ,xN) represents the mode amplitudes, a dot denotes differentiation with respect 
to time and fµ.(x) is an N-dimensional vectorfield depending on x and parameters µ.=(p.i.JL2, · · · ,/Jm). 
Furthermore N is the truncation number and RN the phase space. Eqa. (1.1) can be analysed with 
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techniques originating from dynamical systems theory. It is of interest to know whether they reflect 
properties of the atmospheric circulation. More specifically, we will investigate whether system (1.1) 
contains a strange attractor with a multimodal probability distribution on it. Since the associated 
chaotic motion is characterized by sensitive dependence on the initial conditions..,it models a finite 
predictable flow. The multimodal probability distribution means that the trajectories alternately visit 
different preferent regions in phase space, as required to have an index cycle. 
In this paper we will study a six-component spectral model of the barotropic potential vorticity 
equation in a beta channel, originally derived by CHARNEY and DEVORE (1979). These authors 
showed that it contains a three-component subsystem which has multiple equilibria for a wide range 
of parameter values. The corresponding circulation patterns show characteristics of the high-index, 
low-index and transitional weather regimes discussed previously. However no vacillation behaviour is 
obtained since the equilibria of high-and low-index type are always stable. Thus, it is useful to study 
the effect of including more modes in the spectral expansions. The next model in the hierarchy is the 
six-component model already mentioned, which is also considered in MATSUDA (1983) and YoDEN 
(1985). A spherical analogon is discussed in KALLEN (1981, 1982). 
Although these studies answered many questions our knowledge of the model is still incomplete. 
For example, the existence of vacillatory solutions has not been investigated. Therefore, in the present 
paper a detailed analysis of the physical and mathematical properties of the model is presented. In 
section 2 a short derivation of the spectral equations is given, differing somewhat from the standard 
method. Reeently developed numerical techniques will be used to obtain the solutions. In section 3 
the steady state structure and stability properties are studied as a function of two parameters: the 
external forcing, controlling the topographic instability mechanism and the width-length ratio of the 
channel which controls the barotrophic triad interactions. It is found that the number of steady states 
can vary from 1 up until 11. The existence of strange attractors is investigated in the sections 4 and 5 
by continuing in parameter space branches of periodic orbits which bifurcate from branches of steady 
states. In some cases the periodic orbits become homoclinic, such that they connect unstable equilibria 
with themselves. For nearby parameter values strange attractors occur, in agreement with Silnikov's 
theory, see SPARROW (1982) and GLENDINNING and SPARROW (1984). However, although the six-
component model has interesting properties it is of limited validity for the atmospheric circulation. It 
appears that the strange attractors only have a small domain of attraction in phase space, such that 
chaotic trajectories remain in a certain regime forever. Physically, this is due to the presence of only 
one barotropic wave triad by which the possibility of nonlinear interactions is too restrictive. It is 
argued in section 6 that more degrees of freedom are needed in order to obtain vacillation behaviour. 
2. DERIVATION OF THE SPECTRAL EQUATIONS AND METHOD OF ANALYSIS 
We start with a simple model of the atmospheric circulation. Consider a quasi-horizontal flow (length 
scale k- 1, time scale a- 1) in a barotropic atmosphere with characteristic scale height H. The motion 
is assumed to be quasi-geostrophic and takes place on a midlatitudinal ,8-plane, centered at the lati-
tude <f>=<Po of the spherical earth. Its dynamics are governed by a barotropic potential vorticity equa-
tion (PEDLOSKY, 1979). In a nondimensional form it reads 
;
1 
'V2o/ + j(o/, 'V2o/) + rJ(o/,h) + ,B*" + C'V2(o/-o/°) = 0. (2.1) 
Here t is time, o/(x,y,t) the streamfunction, h(x,y) the position of the lower vertical boundary with 
characteristic amplitude ho and o/*(x,y) a forcing streamfunction. All variables have been scaled 
according to the scheme given above. Furthermore 
a a aa ab aa ab 
'V=(a;, ay> ' j(a,b)=a; ay - ay ax ' 
dx=r0 cos<PodA., dy=rod<f>, 
(2.2) 
3 
where A is the longitude and r0 the radius of the earth. The nondimensional parameters are 
= foho n = .f!!l_ C = fo8E (2.3) 
y oH ' fl ok ' 2oH ' 
where fo = 20sinr/>(i. {J=(20/r0)cosrf'O,O the angular speed of rotation of the earth and 8E the depth 
of the Ekman boundary layer near the earth's surface. 
Next we apply the spectral method to (2.1), for more details see DE SWART (1987). The solution o/ 
of (2.1) on a certain domain D with boundary conditions is expanded in a series of orthonormal 
eigenfunctions of the Laplace operator. Assuming that o/ • and h can be expanded in eigenfunctions as 
well, we have 
Here 
(o/,o/0 ,h) = ~ (o/j,o/j ,hj)<pj. 
j 
V 2J... + A~J... = 0 
"t"] J"t"] , 
<</>1, </>m> = J </>1</>'/:idrl J dr = 8/m• 
D D 
j = Vi.h); f 1>h integers, 
(2.4) 
(2.5) 
with </>j the eigenfunctions and AJ the eigenvalues. Furthermore cc denotes a complex conjugate and 
81m is the Kronecker delta function. Each eigenfunction must obey the boundary conditions. 
ln this paper the motion is considered in a rectangular channel of length L = k- 1 in the zonal x-
direction and width B in the meridional y-direction. Note that we scale with the channel-length and 
not with the channel-width, as is usually done. This is done because we wish to keep the length fixed 
and vary the width. The boundary conditions to (2.1) are taken to be (PHILLIPS, 1954): 
where 
tf;(x,y,t) = tf;(x +2'1T,y,t), (2.6) 
a.1, a 2fr a.1, 
..!!.L = 0 and - J ..!!.L = 0 at y =O, y =7Tb, ax at 0 ax 
b = 2B L' 
(2.7) 
The eigenfunctions and eigenvalues satisfying (2.5) and (2.6) are 
. ·2 
V2 cos(11;) , AJ = ~~ , 
. 
·2 
Vleij'xsin(1i) , AJ =ft + ~~ , (2.8) 
liil,f2 = 1,2, ... 
They consist of (O,f2> zonal-flow modes and V1>h) Rossby-wave modes, respectively. A low-order 
model is constructed by letting (-1, I)os;;;jos;;;(l,2). The topography and external forcing are 
represented by 
h = cos(x)sin(f), o/* = Vlo/~1 cos(f). (2.9) 
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Projecting eq. (2.1) on these six eigenfunctions and introducing the real valued velocity amplitudes 
X1 = 1/101/b , xi = t/J~1/b, 
X2 = (t/JH +t/J-H)/(Vlb) , X3 = i(t/Jll -t/J-n)/(Vlb) 
X4 = 1/102/b (2.10) 
X5 = (1/112 +t/J-12)/(Vlb), , X6 = i(t/112-t/J-12)/(Vlb), 
we obtain the spectral equations 
Here 
I - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -f 
•x1 = yix3 -C(x1-xi):, 
I I 
:x2 = -(a1X1 -/J1)x3 -Cx2 1 -81X4X6, 
I. a I IX3 = (a1X1 -,.,1)X2 -y1X1 -Cx3 I +81X4X5, 
I - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - _I 
X4 = y;x6 -Cx4 +t:(x2x6-x3x5), 
X5 = -(a2x1 -/J2)x6 -Cxs 
X6 = (a2X1 -/J2)x5 -y2x4 -Cx6 
-82X3X4, 
+82X2X4. 
a = 8Vl m2 b2+(m2-l) Pm= {3b2 
m 'TT 4m2-I b2+m2 b2+m2 ' 
(2.11) 
8 = 64 V2 b2 -(m2 -1) 'Ym• = 4m Vlby 
m 15w b2 +m2 4m2- I 'TT ( 2.12) 
t: = 16Vl 4m 3 Vlby 
5w ' 'Ym = 4m2-1 w(b2 +m2) ' 
are functions of the model parameters. The equations (2.11) will be studied in this paper. CHARNEY 
and DEVo~ (1979) anal(Sed a system almost equivalent to (2 .. 11) except that we hav~ taken a time 
scale 0- 1 mstead of JO and furthermore, we have scaled wtth the channel-length mstead of the 
channel-width. Consequently, our state variables differ by a factor b/0 /o and our nondimensional 
time by a factor olfo· 
Some discussion about the mathematical properties of (2.11) can be found in appendix A. It is a 
dynamical system of the type (1.1) with N =6. For t-H~ solutions tend to a bounded set of limit 
points of zero volume in phase space. We are particularly interested in the possibility that the system 
has internally generated vacillation behaviour. It means that for fixed parameter values trajectories 
should alternately visit different preferent regions in phase space. This concept requires the set of limit 
points to consist of a globally attracting strange invariant set with a multimodal probability distribu-
tion on it. 
We remark that if initial conditions are chosen such that x4(0)=x5(0)=x6(0)=0, the evolution will 
be governed by the three-component subsystem in (2.11) between the dashed lines. Its properties are 
simple and well-known, see also the review in DE SWART (1987). It has the possibility of three 
different equilibria (Ei.E2,E3) for a wide range of parameter values. The corresponding streamfunc-
tion patterns resemble large-scale preference states of the atmospheric circulation. However, no vacil-
lation behaviour is found. Trajectories starting from arbitrary initial conditions always tend to one of 
the steady states of the system. The only instability mechanism present is due to topography. Com-
pared with this three-component model, the full model (2.11) exhibits a new physical mechanism, 
called barotropic instability. This is a consequence the presence of a triad interaction between the 
(0,2), (1,1) and (1,2) mode. Application of the Fj0rtoft theorem to this triad gives (F10RTOFT, 1953) 
if b2<3 : (0,2) mode can become unstable, (2.13) 
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if b2 >3: (1,1) mode can become unstable. 
In the next sections we will study the set of limit points of (2.11) for the parameter values 
C=O.l,P= 1.25, y= 1 and band xi free. The flow is confined to a channel with length 5000 km and 
variable width measured by b, see (2.7), centered at the latitude <Po=45°. Furthermore the amplitude 
of the topography is 1 km and the dissipation time scale 10 days. These values are representative for 
large-scale atmospheric flow in midlatitudes. We consider xi = Uk/o to be a free parameter, i.e. 
o/k'.:::!.8ms- 1 and we vary the intensity U of the external velocity forcing in the (0,1) zonal flow com-
ponent. Note that the other free parameter, b, in fact controls the barotropic wave triad, see (2.13). 
We will use a numerical bifurcation analysis for finding the equilibria (corresponding to steady 
states) and periodic orbits of the model. More information about this method is given in appendix A. 
Routines were used from the software package AUTO (DOEDEL, 1986) in combination with numerical 
time integrations. 
3. STATIONARY SOLUTIONS AND THEIR BIFURCATIONS 
First the equilibria of (2.11) and their stability properties are investigated for varying xi and b. We 
can distinquish between single'"1llode equilibria, for which the x 4,x5 and x 6 components are zero, and 
the other mixed-mode equilibria. The single·mode equilibria are also stationary solutions of the three .. 
component subsystem. As discussed previously there may be either one or three of them, depending 
on the parameter values. 
In figure 1 curves in the (b,xi) parameter space are shown. Here one or more real parts of the 
eigenvalues of the vectorfield linearized at a stationary point are zero. The solid lines, labelled Li,L2 
and L 3, are curves of limit points (saddle-node bifurcations). The dashed lines are curves of ordinary 
bifurcation points and the dotted lines, labelled HI, H2 and H3, are curves of Hopf bifurcation 
points. Definitions of equilibria, bifurcations etc. can be found in appendix A. At the limit points 
and bifurcations points two different branches of equilibria come together. Consequently, the associ-
ated curves in figure 1 divide the parameter space into regions, each with its own characteristic 
number of equilibria. This is denoted by the symbols anam, where as gives the number of single· 
mode equilibria and am the number of mixed-mode equilibria. Stability properties of at least one of 
the equilibria changes each time that a curve in the diagram is crossed. They are not indicated, since 
the diagram is already densely filled with information. In figure tb,c blow-ups of two regions are 
presented, where the behaviour is rather complicated. Thick points in the diagram are special singular 
points of the model, because they are associated with bifurcations of codimension larger than one. It 
means that more than one free parameter is needed to describe the bifurcation adequately. For exam-
ple, the unfolding near the point (xj,b)'.:::!. (5.042, 0.267) is the well-known cusp cat~trophe, see 
appendix A. The phase-flow structure near such points can be rather complicated. Of particular 
interest are the points labelled A, B, C and D. There we have the coaslescence of a Hopf bifurcation 
and a saddltMJ.ode bifurcation. As will be discussed later on at these points a direct transition occurs 
from regular to chaotic solutions. 
The curve L l is the bifurcation set of the three"'COmponent subsystem, where the number of single-
mode equilibria changes from one to three. From figure 1 we conclude that for b < 1.279 the six-com-
ponent model has a similar qualitative structure with only single-mode equilibria. However, if b 
becomes larger additional mixed-mode equilibria can occur, making the bifurcation diagram more 
complicated. In figure 2 cross-sections of the bifurcation diagram are presented. Shown are the x1-and 
i 4-components of the equilibria as a function of xi for b = 1.4,b = 1.5,b = 1.6 and b =2. Note that 
the high..f.ndex equilibria (£ 1) are always stable. When b > 1.279 mixed-mode equilibria are generated 
at the branch of low-index (£3) equilibria. This occurs by means of pitchfork bifurcations, which 
cause £ 3 to become unstable. The bifurcations are due to topographic instability of the (1,2) Rossby 
mode: at this point the wave is in phase with the topography. Beyond the bifurcation, perturbations 
of the unstable state E 3 have a growing standing-wave structure. 
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FIGURE 1 a.) Curves of singular points in the b,xi parameter space. Solid lines are curves of limit 
points (LI, L2, L3), dashed lines are curves of pitchfork bifurcations (Bl) and dotted 
lines are curves of Hopf bifurcation points (HI, H2, H3). The symbols as,am denote 
the number of single-mode equilibria and mixed-mode equilibria, respectively. The 
points A,B, C and D are associated with a direct transition from a regular to a chaotic 
behaviour. 
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is stable, while a dashed line indicates an unstable solution. The triangle symbol 
denotes a Hopf bifurcation point. 
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As long as b<l.517 mixed-mode equilibria are absorbed by the E 3-branch (figure 2°•b). However, if b 
exceeds this bound they vanish at the branch of E 2-equilibria (figure 2c,d). Another, more important, 
aspect for b > 1.517 is that equilibria can become unstable due to the presence of Hopf bifurcations, 
causing the generation of periodic solutions. Hopf bifurcations are a manifestation of the barotropic 
instability mechanism, where the periodic solutions can be interpreted as topographically modified 
travelling barotropic Rossby waves. 
In figure I there is one dashed region where no stable equilibria exist. Numerical integrations show 
that for these parameter values trajectories starting from arbitrary initial conditions tend to a globally 
attracting limit cycle. Thus we conclude that the set of limit points of (2.13) at least contains a point 
attractor or periodic attractor. 
8 
4. PERIODIC AND APERIODIC SOLUTIONS 
4.1. Zonal-flow instabilities 
In figure I indications are present that the behaviour of the six-component model can be chaotic. To 
investigate the existence of strange attractors we have studied the position and stability of periodic 
orbits branching off from stationary points as a function of x i. This has been done for the cases 
b = 1.6 and b = 2.0. As discussed in the previous section for these values of b periodic solutions can 
be generated which represent barotropic travelling waves. Clearly, these values are characteristic for 
the behaviour of the model since for b = 1.6 the (0,2) zonal-flow mode can become unstable while for 
b =2 this may occur to the (1,1) wave mode, see (2.13). Note that once the periodic orbits branch off 
from stationary points of_ the mixed-mode type, they occur in pairs. If their orbits in phase space are 
given as P "~,t)=O and P "~,t)=O, they are related by 
(4.1) 
This is a consequence of the natural symmetry of the system. 
For b = 1.6 there is one pair of Hopf bifurcation points occurring at mixed-mode equilibrium 
branches for xi = 12.954, see figure 2c. Here the imaginary parts A; of the two complex conjugated 
eigenvalues with real part zero are A;~+0.227. Consequently, periodic orbits with initial period 
T=2'1Tll\l~27.653 and amplitude zero branch off. The result of the continuation of these periodic 
orbits as a function of the external forcing is presented in figure 3. It gives the period of the orbits as 
a function of x i. 
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FIGURE 3. Period T of the periodic orbits as a function of xj for b = 1.6. Stability properties are 
denoted by a solid curve (stable) or a dashed curve (unstable). A Hopf bifurcation is 
indicated by HB, a period-doubling bifurcation by PD. 
Clearly, the Hopf bifurcation is subcritical, i.e. a branch of stable equilibria absorbs a branch of 
unstable periodic orbits. However, already for a slightly smaller external forcing (xi = 12.951) the 
periodic orbit merges into a saddle-node bifurcation together with a stable periodic orbit. Next, stable 
periodic solutions can be found in the range 12.95l~xi ,.;;;}2.9585. An example of such a solution is 
shown in figure 4a for xj = 12.958. This branch of periodic orbits ultimately looses stability in a 
period-doubling bifurcation at xj = 12.9585. In figure 4b a stable doubly-periodic solution is shown 
occurring for xi' = 12.9596. It is found that a sequence of period-doubling bifurcations takes place, 
leading to the birth of a strange attractor for xi slightly larger than 12.960. A chaotic solution, occur-
ring for xj = 12.961, is shown in figure 4c. 
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FIGURE 4 a). From left to right: x 1 - component of stable periodic solution existing for 
b = 1.6,x'i = 12.958, as a function of t/T (where T is the period), x 4·component as a 
function of t/T, and projection of the orbit on to the x 1 -x4 plane. 
b). As a), but for xj = 12.9596. 
c). Chaotic time series for b = 1.6,xj = 12.961 generated by starting on the unstable prin-
cipal periodic orbit. From left to right: x 1 - component as a function of 
t'=(t -1000)/500,x4-component as a function oft' and projection of the trajectory 
on to the x 1 -x4 plane. 
d). Numerical approximation of one of the two homoclinic orbits occurring at 
b = 1.6,xj = 13.26 as a periodic solution with period T ~oo. From left to right: x 1-
component as a function of t/T,x4-component as a function of t/T and projection of 
the orbit onto the x 1 -x4 plane. 
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To demonstrate that this signal is truly chaotic we have computed its Lyapunov exponents, follow-
ing the method of WOLF et al. (1985). They measure the average exponential growth of the principal 
axes of an infinitesimal small 'error' sphere along the orbit. Chaos is defined by one or more positive 
Lyapunov exponents which indicate that initially nearby orbits in phase space diverge. The reciprocal 
of the largest positive exponent defines a time scale on which the system is predictable. In this case it 
was found numerically that there is one positive Lyapunov exponent v1 =0.016. We have not analysed 
the strange attractors in detail, since they do not have a global structure. By this we mean that solu-
tions do not show the characteristics of an index cycle. It appears that they remain in the low-index 
regime permanently. 
The region of xj values for which strange attractors occur appears to be very narrow. Numerical 
integrations show that for xj;;;;;.: 12.962 trajectories starting from arbitrary initial conditions converge to 
the stable stationary point E 1• Obviously the strange attractors have changed into nonattracting 
strange invariant sets. By this we mean that the chaotic solutions have become unstable and are there-
fore no longer obtained by means of numerical integrations. Interpreting figure 3, we use some argu-
ments from THOMPSON and STEWART (1986). We hypothesize that the qualitative changes at 
xj !:::::12.962 are associated with global bifurcations involving heteroclinic connections between the 
unstable periodic orbits and the saddle points Esal Esb defined in figure 3c. Next the strange invariant 
sets disappear in a global bifurcation at xj !:::::13.26. For that parameter value the unstable principal 
periodic orbits have become homoclinic orbits, which connect the saddle points E sa and E Sb with 
themselves. This bifurcation is called a blue-sky catastrophe because for larger xj values the orbits do 
no longer exist: they have vanished into the blue sky. A numerical approximation of one of the 
homoclinic orbits, considered as a periodic orbit with period T ~oo, is shown in figure 4d. The route, 
which leads to the destruction of a strange attractor for an increasing forcing parameter, is described 
in SPARROW (1982) as a type-B homoclinic explosion. The reverse route (a type-A. homoclinic explo-
sion) generates a strange attractor for an increasing forcing parameter. This type of behaviour is for 
instance found in the famous LORENZ (1963) convection model. 
4.2. Rossby-mode instabilities 
Next we consider the continuation of periodic orbits generated by Hopf bifurcations for b =2. Then 
the model behaviour is similar to that studied by CHARNEY and DEVORE (1979). From figure 2d it 
appears that there is one Hopf bifurcation at a branch of single-mode equilibria (xj = 1.864). Further-
more four pairs of Hopf bifurcation points are found at mixed-mode equilibrium branches for 
xj =3.456,xj =3.229, xj =3.503 and x 1 =3.623. The study of periodic solutions generated by these 
bifurcations will be referred to as case I, case II, case III, case IV and case V, respectively. 
In figure 5 the period of the orbits is shown as a function of xj for case l Part of this bifurcation 
diagram (O<xi <3.5) is described in YODEN and HIROTA (1984) and YODEN (1985) and will not be 
repeated here. For xj =3.5 these authors find chaotic solutions, but no explanation is given on the 
bifurcation route resulting in the occurrence of a strange attractor. However, using figure 5 we are 
able to describe the scenario leading to chaos. 
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FIGURE 5. Period T of the periodic orbits as a function of xi for b =2, case I. Stability proper-
ties are indicated by a solid curve (stable) and dashed curve (unstable). Furthermore, 
BP denotes a pitchfork bifurcation, PD a period-doubling bifurcation and LP a limit 
point. The symbols < and > indicate a supercritical and subcritical sequence of 
period-doubling bifurcations in a very small range of xj values. 
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Briefly the bifurcation structure of the periodic solutions in the region 3.34<xj <3.62 can be 
described as follows. Starting from the pitchfork bifurcartion at xi =3.432 we arrive for a slightly 
increased forcing (xi =3.497) at a saddle-node bifurcation. Here the branch of stable periodic orbits 
coalesce with a second branch consisting of unstable periodic orbits which have larger periods. Fol-
lowing the latter branch for decreasing forcing values we encounter a next saddle-node bifurcation at 
xi =3.357 where now a coalescence occurs with a branch of stable periodic orbits. If we continue 
these stable solutions it appears that they are almost immediately turned unstable by a period..dou-
bling bifurcation. The branch remains unstable until x j is close to a new saddle-node bifurcation 
existing at xi' =3.615: for a slightly smaller forcing the branch has become stable due to a period-
halving bifurcation. From that moment on the branches of periodic orbits show a similar behaviour as 
just described, except that the difference between successive saddle-node bifurcation values decrease 
and that the values of the periods increase. The tendency of the period to become infinitely large is 
associated with the approach to a homoclinic orbit existing for x 1 =3.581. A numerical approxima-
tion of this orbit is shown in figure 6a. It appears that it connects the unstable saddle point 
E 3 =(0.768,-0.614, -0.234,0.,0.,0.) with itself. This type of bifurcation has been analysed by SILNI-
KOV (1965) and, more recently, by GLENDINNING and SPARR.OW (1984) and GASPARD et. al. (1984). 
From their results it follows that in the neighbourhood of the homoclinic orbits a countable infinity of 
unstable periodic orbits and an uncountable infinity of aperiodic, chaotic orbits exist. The aperiodic 
12 
orbits are generated and disappear due to an infinite cascade of period-doubling and periodic-halving 
bifurcations, respectively. These bifurcations take place near each winding of the T(xj) curve in 
figure 5. Consequently we possibly have the occurrence of chaotic solutions for parameter values 
which are close to the critical value at which homoclinity is obtained. Indeed, an example of a chaotic 
time series, for xj =3.5, is shown in figure 6b. It has one positive Lyapunov exponent 111 ~0.040. Note 
that the trajectories move in a small tube, which closely resembles the homoclinic orbit. 
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FIGURE 6 a). As figure 4d), but approximation of the homoclinic orbit at b =2,xi =3.581. 
b). As figure 4c), but for b =2 and xi =3.5. 
x4 a3 
The existence of homoclinic orbits and related chaos is already suggested in figure l. It was found 
that codimension-2 bifurcation points occur (A,B,C,D) where a limit point and a Hopf bifurcation 
point coaslescence. According to LANGFORD ( l 981) such bifurcations involve homoclinic orbits with 
an associated direct transition to chaos, see also GuCKENHEIMER and HOLMES (1983) and a remark in 
LEGRAS and GHIL (1985). 
Before discussing the approach to the homoclinic orbit in more detail, we first consider the con-
tinuation of periodic orbits which emanate from the pair of Hopf bifurcation points at xi =3.456, 
(case II). In figure 7 the period of the orbits is plotted as a function of the external forcing. Starting 
from the subcritical Hopf bifurcations points, with initial period T~19.368, a series of wiggles are 
found in the interval 3.45oi;;;;;xj =E:;;3.65. For xi ~3.584 we have the approach to two homoclinic orbits. 
A numerical approximation of one of them is presented in figure 8, the other is obtained by reversing 
the signs of X4,x5 and x6, see (4.1). Again they connect the saddle point E 3 with itself. In the bifur-
cation diagram their positions are close to the homoclinic orbit discussed previously. Each of the two 
new-found orbits seems to be just half a part of the orbit of figure 6a. 
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FIGURE 7. As figure 5, but for case II. 
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FIGURE 8. As figure 4d), but approximation of one of the homoclinic orbits at b =2,x'i =3.584. 
4.3. Homoc/inic orbits and chaos 
The behaviour of the periodic solutions discussed in the previous subsection can be understood as fol-
lows, see GLENDINNING and SPARROW (1984). Suppose that for a parameter value l'-Ol we have a 
homoclinic orbit connecting a saddle point with itself, as sketched in figure 9a. The behaviour of the 
vectorfield close to l'-Ol is characterized by three eigenvalues of the matrix derivative of the vectorfield, 
linearized at the saddle point. They are a real positive eigenvalue A1 and two complex conjugated 
eigenvalues -A2 +iw with A2 >0. If A2 /A1 <I the bifurcation diagram of the periodic orbits existing 
nearby the homoclinic orbit has a similar structure as shown in the figures 5 and 7. However, for 
nearby parameter values there exist a number of other, so-called subsidiairy homoclinic orbits. They 
make one or more encounters with the saddle point before returning to it. An example of a double-
pulse subsidiary homoclinic orbit is presented in figure 9b. Assume that the saddle-node bifurcations, 
associated with the approach to an M pulse homoclinic orbit occurring for the parameter value µ0M 
are found for parameter values {µ;}f= 1 with {T;}f=l the corresponding periods of the orbits. Then 
lim (7i+1-T;) = Mw' 
i-+OO lAJ 
(4.2a) 
.lim [JL;+1-/LoM l = -exp [-wA2 ], 
1->oo JL; - /LoM W 
(4.2b) 
for a derivation see GLENDINNING and SPARROW (1984). 
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a b 
FIGURE 9. Sketches of a principal homoclinic orbit (a) and a double-pulse subsidiairy 
homoclinic orbit (b ). -
In our model the numerical values of the three eigenvalues important in this case are 
X1 = 0.325 , X2 = 0.067 , w = 1.034. (4.3) 
We have A2/A1 =0.206, which is smaller than l, as required. Substituting (4.3) in the right-hand sides 
of (4.2a) - (4.2b) we obtain the numerical values 3.039 Mand -0.816, respectively. From the figures 5 
and 7 we can find approximations of the left-hand sides of eqa (4.2a) - (4.2b). The results are 
presented in table 1. 
figure 5 figure 7 
T;+1-T; 6.2 3.1 
JL; +I - J.1.oM 
-0.89 -0.81 
JL;-J.l.oM 
Table 1: 
Approximations of the left-hand sides of (4.2a) and (4.2b) from 
the bifurcation diagrams of figures 5 and 7. 
From that we conclude that the two homoclinic orbits occurring at xi =3.584 are principal orbits, 
while the homoclinic orbit at xi =3.581 is a double-pulse subsidiairy orbit. We remark that 
(JL; + 1 - /JoM )/ (JL; - J.l.oM) is difficult to compute accurately, because results strongly depend on the 
parameter value P.oM for which the homoclinic orbits are found. 
4.4. Bifurcation structure of remaining periodic orbits 
The next case we will study is the continuation of periodic orbits generated due to the Hopf bifurca-
tions at xi =3.229 (case III). In figure lOa the period of these orbits is shown as a function of xj. 
The bifurcation structure is sketched in figure lOb. It can be seen that the branches in this case end in 
another pair of Hopf bifurcation points occurring at xj =3.503. Consequently, the cases HI and IV 
can be considered together. The bifurcation structure is again rather complicated. Starting from the 
supercritical Hopf bifurcations at xj =3.229 the branches destabilize at xi =3.308 by means of period-
doubling bifurcations. Numerically it is found that this bifurcation is the beginning of an infinite cas-
cade of period-doublings in the region 3.308E:;xj E:;3.3254, resulting in the generation of a strange 
attractor. An example of a chaotic time series occurring for xj = 3.3255 is shown in figure 11. It has 
one positive Lyapunov exponent P1 =0.012. 
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FIGURE 10 a). As figure 5, but for the cases III and N. 
b.) Bifurcation scheme in the region between the period-doubling bifurcations of figure 
lOa. The straight line denotes the principal periodic orbit. The number of Floquet 
multipliers (defined in appendix A) with absolute values larger than 1 (which meas-
ures the degree of instability of the periodic orbits) is also indicated. 
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FIGURE ll. As figure 4c), but for b =2 and xi =3.3255. 
It appears that the strange attractors are found in only a narrow range of forcing values. Numerical 
integrations for xi slightly larger than 3.326 show that trajectories starting close to the unstable prin-
cipal periodic orbit tend to stable limit cycles with periods close to 86. These limit cycles have already 
been obtained previously, see figure 5. Obviously at xi ~3.326 the strange attractor turns into a 
nonattracting strange invariant set. Then chaotic solutions still exist, but they are unstable and hence 
not obtained with numerical integrations. In literature scenarios are known which describe the desta-
bilization of a strange invariant set. They involve heteroclinic connections between unstable stationary 
points and unstable periodic orbits, see SPARROW (1982) and THOMPSON and STEWART (1986). They 
are not studied in detail here. 
The nonattracting strange invariant sets exist for 3.326E;;xi E;;4.315, until they disappear in cas-
cades of period-halving bifurcations, the last one occurring at xi =4.223. After that only the principal 
periodic orbits are left, which have two Floquet multipliers with absolute values larger than 1, see 
figure lOb. This number indicates the degree of instability of the periodic solution, see appendix A. 
Next the branches merge into saddle-node bifurcations, together with branches of periodic orbits 
which originates from the pair of Hopf bifurcation points at xi =3.503. 
c 
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We finally investigate the periodic orbits, generated by subcritical Hopf bifurcations at xj =3.623 
(case V). In figure 12 the period of the orbits is presented as a function of the external forcing 
parameter. Again a series of wiggles is found, but only in a small region of xi values. This behaviour 
suggests the approach to homoclinic orbits existing for xi =3.625. A numerical approximation of one 
of them is shown in figure 13. It seems that these orbits connect the equilibria 
E6a/ E6b =(1.445,0.466, -0.182,+0.657,+0.147+0.024) defined in figure 2d with themselves. 
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FIGURE 13. As figure 4d, but for b =2 and xj =3.625. 
At first sight the bifurcation structure in figure 12 seems to be similar to those of figures 5 and 7. It 
suggests that the theory discussed in section 4.3 can be applied. However, the normal form of this 
scenario requires a homoclinic orbit connecting a saddle point in three dimensions. Furthermore, the 
Jacobian matrix derivative of the vectorfield, linearized at the saddle point, should have one positive 
real eigenvalue and two complex conjugated eigenvalues with negative real parts. But in this case the 
saddle points have two real positive eigenvalues as well as two pairs of complex conjugated eigen-
values with negative real parts. Obviously, in order to describe the approach to a homoclinic orbit in 
figure 12 in a persistent way, the Silnikov theory should probably be generalized to systems of dimen-
sions larger than 3. Another problem comes from the numerically observed fact that in most cases 
trajectories starting close to the unstable principal periodic orbits appear not to be chaotic. Instead 
they tend to one of the stable equilibria E4a or E4b. Thus the scenario leading to the bifurcation 
structure shown in figure 12 remains to be investigated. 
5. THE POSSIBILITY OF INDEX CYCLES 
In order for the spectral system (2.11) to model the large-scale atmospheric circulation it should have 
at least qualitative agreement with synoptic observations. Therefore, we expect the system to fluctuate 
irregularly between different preference domains in phase space. So for we have found irregular 
chaotic solutions for certain parameter values and initial conditions, but they remain in the low-index 
circulation regime forever. The corresponding strange attractors in phase space appear to have a small 
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size and, moreover, have small attraction domains. Consequently, there is only a small set of initial 
conditions for which trajectories are attracted to a strange invariant set. For the concept of deter-
ministic chaos to be physically meaningful the strange attractor should have a global structure in 
phase space. In other words, chaotic trajectories should be capable of visiting both the low-index and 
high-index regimes. Such a system would show the characteristics of an index cycle. A recent discus-
sion about this phenomenon can be found in HOSKINS and PEARCE (1983). In our model an index 
cycle is not found, because the high-index equilibrium E 1 is stable for all parameter values. This is 
due to the fact that the equilibrium is dominated by a (0,1) zonal flow component. It cannot be desta-
bilized by topographic instability since this mechanism only acts on wave modes. Furthermore, baro-
tropic instability of the (0,1) mode is forbidden by the Fj0rtoft theorem (FJ0RTOFT, 1953) because it 
has the smallest wave-number of the spectrum. 
However, with a slight extension of the model it is possible to obtain unstable high-index equilibria. 
This is done by adding a forcing term Cx.i to the right hand side of the equation for x4 in (2.11). In 
this W$f the (0,2) zonal flow component of E 1 is externally forced. For sufficiently large x4 and 
b<V3 this mode can become barotropically unstable, see (2.13) and appendix B. As an example we 
take the numerical values b = 1.6,C =0.1,/J= l.25, y= 1,xi =4 and let x4 be a free parameter. In 
appendix Ba lower bound is computed of the critical amplitude lx4,cl for which barotropic instability 
of the high..ffidex equilibrium will occur. It is found that lx4,cl should be somewhat larger than 0.35. 
In figure 14 the results of a numerical bifurcation analysis are presented. They show the x4 com-
ponents of the equilibria as a function of x4, where for x4 =O is started in the equilibria E 1,E2 and 
E 3, respectively. 
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FIGURE 14. x4-component of the equilibria for b = 1.6 and xi =4 as a function of x4. For x.i =O 
a restart is made in E 1(a),E2(b) and E 3(c). Stability properties are indicated by a 
solid line (stable) or dashed line (unstable). The triangle symbol denotes a Hopf 
bifurcation point. 
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Considering E 1, it becomes barotropically unstable at lx4,cl =0.402 by means of a Hopf bifurcation .. 
Next we have investigated the continuation of periodic orbits emanating from the equilibrium 
branches. Starting from the bifurcation points stable periodic orbits are found with increasing lx4 I. 
At lx4 I= 8.459 they loose stability because of a period-doubling bifurcation. However, at lx4 I= 11. 771 
they become stable again by absorbing a branch of unstable doubly-periodic orbits. The principal 
periodic orbits ultimately loose stability at lx4I=19.705 by means of a bifurcation to a torus. The 
branches of doubly-periodic orbits have a complicated structure and appear to be unstable for almost 
all parameter values. 
We have investigated the existence of strange attractors in the range O<lx41<15. It was found that 
trajectories either tend to a limit cycle of the high-index type or to a stationary point of the !Ow-index 
type, but no chaotic solutions were obtained. The existence of point attractors can be understood 
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from figure 14b,c. It appears that the equilibrium E 2 remains unstable if x: is varied, but always a 
stable equilibrium of the low-index type is found. When Ix: I is large most energy of these equilibria is 
contained in the (l,l) wave mode. 1bis mode cannot become unstable because the model contains 
only one wave triad, for which (2.13) holds, and here b<VJ. Thus, the conclusion is that the six-
component barotropic spectral model (2.11) cannot generate index cycles. 
6. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
We have studied a six-component spectral model of the barotropic potential vorticity equation in a 
beta plane channel, originally introduced by CHARNEY and DEVORE (1979). In order to investigate in 
what sense the model reflects features of the atmospheric circulation1 a systematic bifurcation analysis 
has been carried out for two free parameters. They are the external forcing and the width-length ratio 
of the channel which control the topographic and barotropic instability mechanisms, respectively. It 
is concluded that the physical and mathematical properties of the model are richer than those of the 
three-component subsystem. In both models multiple equilibria can occur for fixed parameter values. 
The associated streamfunction patterns resemble large-scale preference states of the atmospheric circu-
lation. However, the nontransient solution behaviour in the subsystem is always stationary, whereas 
for the full model also periodic, quasi-periodic and chaotic solutions are found. In particular the 
occurrence of strange attractors is of interest since the associated solutions model an irregular time-
dependent flow. Furthermore, chaos is characterized by sensitive dependence on the initial condi-
tions: nearby orbits in phase space exponentially diverge during the evolution of the system. Since in 
practical situations initial conditions are never known with infinite precision, the system evolution can 
only be predicted for a finite amount of time. A finite predictability is typically one of the properties 
of the atmospheric circulation. 1bis follows from numerical experiments as well as from theoretical 
studies (HOLLOWAY and WEST, 1984). 
Various scenarios are found which describe the generation or destruction of a strange attractor. 
Apart from the period-doubling route we obtained homoclinic orbits in a few cases, which connect 
unstable stationary points with themselves. For nearby parameter values chaotic orbits trajectories 
occur moving in small tubes around the homoclinic orbits. 1bis is in agreement with Silnikov's 
theory, see SPARROW (1982) and GLENDINNING and SPARROW (1984). 
Despite its complexity and interesting properties the validity of the model is limited. It appears that 
the strange attractors do not have a global structure in the sense that chaotic trajectories are capable 
of visiting alternately different preference regions in phase space. Thus, it is concluded that the model 
(2.11) cannot show vacillatory behaviour. The reason is clearly due to a lack of barotropic wave 
triads or, equivalently, due to the severe truncation. Internal vacillation can only be obtained by 
allowing quasi-statically changes of the parameters. 1bis can be considered as modelling slowly vary-
ing boundary conditions of the model, see LEGRAS and GHIL (1985). 
For fixed parameter values vacillation can be generated in three ways. The first is to add stochastic 
perturbations to the eqa. (2.11), see DE SWART and GRASMAN (1987). The second way consists of 
constructing a spectral model with more degrees of freedom by allowing more eigenfunctions in the 
spectral expansions, as was done by LEGRAS and GHIL (1985). The third possibility is to consider 
spectral models of baroclinic flows, see CHARNEY and STRAUS (1980) and REINHOLD and PmRREHUM-
BERT (1982). 
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Appendix A: Bifurcation analysis of spectral models 
Consider a spectral model which is a dynamical system of the type (l.l). We will briefly discuss that 
the existence of strange attractors can be investigated from a systematic bifurcation analysis of its sta-
tionary points and periodic orbits. For more details we refer to GuCKENHEIMER and HOLMES (1983) 
and THOMPSON and STEWART (1986). The smooth vectorfield fp.(x) generates a phase flow 
<J>':RN~RN. Then x(t)=<J>'x0 defines an orbit or a trajectory of (l.l)in phase space having the initial 
condition x(O)=x0 • It is well-known that these solutions exist and are unique. The spectral model in 
this paper obeys 
'Vfp.(x) = -a ; a>O, (Al) 
indicating that small volume elements in phase space always shrink. Moreover it can be shown that 
its solutions are bounded. 
Stationary points ~ satisfy 
fp.(x) = o (A2) 
and the system is said to be in equilibrium or in a steady state. The dynamics of small perturbations 
x' on this state is described by 
x' = l_!·x' + o(lx'I), (l_!)ij = of p.,;/OXj I A • (A3) 
- - x=x 
As long as the eigenvalues {A;}r=i of matrix D have no zero real parts they govern the stability of x. 
If all real parts are negative x is stable, whereas if at least one eigenvalue has a positive real part the 
stationary point is unstable. Since the system obeys (Al) the sum of all eigenvalues equals -a, which 
is negative. Consequently unstable equilibria are of the saddlei'oint type: they have a stable mani-
fold W3(x) as well as an unstable manifold W"(x), defined as 
W3(x) = {xERNl<J>'x~x for /~oo}, 
W"(x) = {xERN l<J>'x~.X for t~-oo }. 
(A4) 
Near the stationary point W3 (x)(W"(x)) is spanned by the eigenvectors corresponding to the eigen-
values of ma~rix D with negative (positive) real part. It may occur that a stable m~old of a station-
ary point _x<i> is contained in an unstable manifold of a stationary point ;v> or vice versa. If 
i = j(i=l=j) ffiis gives rise to homoclinic (heteroclinic) connections, see figure Al. 
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a b 
FIGURE Al: Visualization of homoclinic (a) and heteroclinic connections (b). 
A procedure to compute branches of stationary points as a function of one control parameter µ.1 
numerically is described in LEGRAS and GHIL (1985). The method is implemented in the package 
AUTO of DoEDEL (1986) which is used in this paper. Generally, in this way we will encounter critical 
parameter values where one or more real parts of the eigenvalues of matrix D become zero. Near 
these bifurcation points we can no longer neglect the o(lx'I) contributions in (A3). Important infor-
mation about the behaviour of the dynamical system near such a point is provided by two theorems. 
The first states that the local behaviour is governed by the projection of the system onto the center 
manifold, which is locally spanned by the eigenvectors corresponding to the eigenvalues. of D with 
zero real part. The second theorem states that the projected system can be transformed into a limited 
number of standard (normal) forms. In case of one control parameter µ.1 (codimension 1 bifurcations) 
there are four normal forms for the local bifurcations of stationary points. They read 
±1 =µ1 +axr 
±1 =µ.1x+axr 
.X1 =µ.1x+axj 
~=µ.r+ar3 , r2 =xr + x~ l 
8=1 , tan8=x2/x 1 
saddle-node bifurcation, 
transcritical bifurcation, 
pitchfork bifurcation, 
Hopf bifurcation. 
(A5a) 
(A5b) 
(A5c) 
(A5d) 
Here a can have the values -1 or l, which refer to a supercritical and subcritical bifurcation, respec-
tively. The behaviour of the solutions of (A5) for a= -1 is shown in figure A2. 
~ A X1 --------111--fl> 
a c d 
FIGURE A2. Bifurcation diagram of the supercritical saddle-node bifurcation (a), transcritical 
bifurcation (b), pitchfork bifurcation (c) and Hopf bifurcation (d). A solid line 
denotes that the solution is stable whereas a dashed line refers to an unstable solu-
tion. 
The first three types correspond to a real eigenvalue passing through zero at µ1 =O. In case of the sad-
dle..node bifurcation (.x 1,µ.i)=(O,O) is not a singular point of the vectorfield since its derivative with 
respect to µ1 is nonzero. Therefore it is called a limit point whereas in all other cases (~,µ1 )=(0,0) is a 
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bifurcation point. The pitchfork bifurcation requires invariance under the transformation x 1 ~ - x 1• 
Finally the Hopf bifurcation generates a periodic orbit which at µ1 = 0 has amplitude zero and period 
T=2w1>..<i), where +>..(i) are the imaginary parts of the eigenvalues of D with real parts zero. 
However, more complicated situations may occur, where one than one control parameter is needed 
to describe the bifurcation adequately. A frequently occurring example is the case of a saddle-node 
bifurcation where the quadratic terms become nonzero (a=O in (A5a)). Then the generalized normal 
form 
.X1 = JL1 + P.2X1 + ax1 (A6) 
should be considered. This unfolding of the saddle-node bifurcation describes a codimension-2 bifur-
cation since we now have two control parameters instead of one. The set of bifurcation values (p.1,/Jll) 
consists of two branches describing saddle-node bifurcations which coalesce at the cusp point 
{JLi./JIJ.)=(0,0). Other complicated situations occur when matrix D in (A3) is more degenerated, for 
example that one real eigenvalue as well as the real parts of the complex conjugated eigenvalues 
become zero for a specific parameter value. As shown by LANGFORD (1981) the bifurcation structure 
may then involve homoclinic and heteroclinic connections, which are associated with a direct transi-
tion from regular to chaotic solutions. 
We next consider the stability of T-periodic orbits y(t) of (l.l), thus y(t + T)=y(t). The dynamics 
of small perturbations on this orbit is given by 
x = ~(t)-x' + o(jx'I). [~(t)]ij = afµ,;lax;lrtr> (A7) 
Since A (t) is a periodic matrix the linear part of (A7) is solved by defining as fundamental matrix 
<P(t) with elements 
l!(t)1j = ax;1axjlnr> (A8) 
The columns of this matrix contain N independent solutions of the linearized system in (A 7). The 
eigenvalues {P;}f= 1 of matrix <l>(T) are called Floquet multipliers. One of them (say p1) is always 
equal to one. As long as all other multipliers have absolute values not equal to one they govern the 
stability of y(t). If all absolute values are smaller than 1 the periodic orbit is stable, whereas if at least 
one of the multipliers has absolute value larger than one y(t) is unstable. A numerical procedure to 
compute periodic orbits as a function of a control parameter is discussed in SPARROW (1982). Besides 
we have used the continuation routines of AUTO of DoEDEL (1986). 
Bifurcations of periodic orbits can be analysed in a similar way as discussed for stationary points. 
In case of one control parameter there now appear to be five normal forms. Three of them correspond 
to a real Floquet multiplier passing through 1 and are again called a saddle-node, transcritical and 
pitchfork bifurcation. Their bifurcation diagrams are similar to those of figure A2° -c except that x 1 
should be replaced by the period T of the orbit. If a real Floquet multiplier passes through - I a 
period-doubling bifurcation occurs. In the supercritical case, see figure A 3°, we have for p.1 <0 a 
stable T-periodic orbit. It becomes unstable at p.1 =O, thereby generating a stable 2T-periodic orbit. 
The final possibility is that the absolute values of two complex conjugated multipliers become 1 at 
µ1 =O. This situation corresponds to a transition from stable periodic to stable quasi-periodic motion, 
where the latter is characterized by two fundamental frequencies having an irrational ratio. 
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a 
FIGURE A3. Phase-flow behaviour for p.1 <0 (left) and p.1 >0 (right) in case of the supercritical 
period-doubling bifurcation (a) and torus bifurcation (b). Here ~ is a plane chosen 
such that it is intersected by the orbits. 
There are several bifurcation scenarios which lead to the generation of strange attractors with asso-
ciated chaotic motion. A frequently occurring example is the period-doubling route, where in a finite 
interval of the control parameter domain an infinitely long sequence of period-doubling bifurcations 
occurs, which beyond the accumulation point p.f result in chaotic motion. Another way to obtain 
chaos is that a periodic orbit becomes homoclinic such that it connects a saddle point with itself. SIL-
NIKOV (1965) first showed that for parameter values close to the homoclinic point chaotic orbits exist. 
This scenario is discussed in more detail in section 4 of this paper. Anyway, it appears that consider-
ing bifurcation properties of stationary points and periodic orbits is a way to investigate the existence 
of strange attractors. 
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Appendix B: Stability of zonal-flow profiles 
In lfAARsMA and OPSTEEGH (1987) a method is developed to study the stability of zonal-flow profiles. 
In this appendix the theory is extended to forced and dissipative systems, as well as to more compli-
cated flow profiles. It can then be applied to the barotropic spectral model (2.11 ). ,. 
Consider the barotropic potential vorticity equation (2.1) for y=O and t[!* =i[/(y). Then t/J=if is a 
stationary solution of the equation. 
lpe stability of the solution is investigated by considering the dynamics of small perturbations if/ 
on t/J. We obtain ( :t +u· a: )''721/1 + (fJ- d~*) ~r + C\121/1 = 0, u*(y) = - dt*. (B2) 
In the P-channel geometry with the boundary conditions (2.8) each solution of the barotropic poten-
tial vorticity equation can be expanded in eigenfunctions defined in (2.10). In this case, because of 
(BI) and (B2}, we have 
• - • /;;' ~ • . Jy_ . • - lt/11 
U - V 2 l~I Ut Slil ( b ) , Ut - b , (B3a) 
oo I 0000 . m. if!= {Vl ~ t/J/cos(lE.) + ~ ~ tPnm' e'nx sin(.!!!E.}}e-'a', 
l=I b n=I m=I b 
(B3b) 
where ui and t/J/ are real coefficients, while tPnm' will be complex amplitudes. We ask for conditions 
resulting in growing perturbations. i.e. 
Im(o)>O. (A4) 
Substituting (B3a) and (B3b) in (B2) and projecting on the spectral components we obtain 
{t/I/ = O}r°=I , (B5a) 
m2 oo oo q2-f2 n=l,2, · · ·, {(a+iCXn 2+-2 )+nP}t/lnm' + ~ ~ nui(n2+ 2 )cm1q t/lnq' = Om=l 2 ... (B5b) b q=l l=I b ' ' ' 
with 
_ .,, m+l+q m-1-q m+l-q m-l+q ' q ' 
{ 
V2 { 1 + I - I - 1 } m +I+ odd 
cm1q - 0 , m +I +q even (B6) 
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We now apply this method to the truncated barotropic spectral model (2.11). Here m,l and q can take 
on the values 1 and 2, while n = 1. The eqa. (B5b) reduce to 
where 
1 - ·'· , 0 2u2 '1'12 = , 
- ~u2(l-tc~+tcf)l/111' + [(o+iC)tc~+P-a2ui1"'12' = O, 
2 1 2 - 4 
"1 = 1 + bf '"2 - 1 +-;;r, 
32 V2 3 8 V2 - V2 • 
a1 = 15'17' (1 +-;;r) , a1 = ~,u2 = 64 l,5'17' U2. 
(B7a) 
(B7b) 
(B8) 
For nontrivial solutions of (B7a-B7b) the determinant of the coefficient matrix must be zero. This 
results in the quadratic equation 
where 
µ. = o + iC a1 = Kftc~, a1 = (p-a1ui)tcf + (p-a2ui)tc~, 
* * 1 -2 2 2 
ao = (p-a1u1 )(p-a2ui) - 4 u2(l -tc2 +tc1). 
From (B4) and the solutions of(B9) it then follows that the zonal·flow profile is unstable if 
at - 4aoa2 :s;;;; -(2a2C)2 . 
Solving for u2 gives 
-2 (2icfic~C)2 + {P(ic~-tcf}-(a2tc~-a1tcf)ui }2 
U > = (ui,c)2 2 (tc~ - tcf -1 )tcf "~ 
(B9) 
(BIO) 
(Bll) 
(Bl2) 
As a numerical example we have taken b = 1.6,C =0.1,P= l.25, ui' =xi =4 and we ask for the criti-
cal amplitude 
* 1 * 15'17' -x - -u - u 4,c - 2 2 - 128Vl 2• 
see (2.12), (B3a) and (B8). Substituting the values in (Bl2) and developing (B13) we obtain 
1x: I > x:,c = o.3471. 
(B13) 
(Bl4) 
This agrees with the results of a numerical bifurcation analysis of the spectral model for the same 
parameter values. 
For nonzero y we still expect the theory presented here to have some validity for the high-index 
equilibrium. Although the flow is no longer purely zonal, the wave amplitudes are small compared to 
the zonal-flow components. Because the waves have extracted energy the effective ui in (Bl2) will be 
smaller. Since 
2 _ 2 _ sV2 (b 2 -2)(b2 +6) 
a11e2 a1 "1 - 15'17' b4 
is positive for b = 1.6 we expect the effective (0,2) velocity component to be somewhat larger than in 
case y=O. This is confirmed by numerical experiments, which show for y= I a (0,2) amplitude 
li4 l=0.393 with a corresponding critical forcing lx:,cl=0.402. 

